Barrington River: The Bike Path Bridge
Barrington, Rhode Island
One of the more
popular spots in the
area. Many Dads bring
their kids here, as it’s a
friendly spot with lots of
other users other than
young fisherman, as this
bridge is part of the East
Bay bike path. There is
a nice parking lot right
off Route 114 on the
west side of the river
that is open all night.

farm ramp near the
“White church” on
114, then drive back up
to this boat ramp and
do a nice drift up (or
down) the river.

DIRECTIONS
I-95 to Rt 114, then
drive
south
to
Barrington and
simply look for the
public lot on the
left side, right
before the bridge.
If you go over the
bridge,
turn
around.

FISHING IT
This is one
location where clam
bellies on a weighted
hook are very
popular. If you want
to catch fish, go two
hours before high
tide, walk to the east
side of the bridge,
hook your bait, add
a little weight,
maybe 1-2 ounces, drop it in the water, let the current take it up
river and wait. This is nice, easy, relaxing bridge fishing and
Dad can be a hero here. The more complicated you make this
spot, the less fish you will catch.
Below, under the south side of the bridge there is a small
boat ramp for a small- to medium-size vessel. At night, with
not many folks on the bridge to get tangled up in, I have flyfished this ramp from my anchored canoe during the incoming
with moderate success.
There is not much productive wading at this spot so you are
better off on the bridge with everyone else. Also a great idea,
which many have done, is to have someone park at the Walker

INFOMATION TO NOTE
GPS... 41°44.124"N
71°17.832"W
Parking... Excellent
24 Hour access... Yes
Canoe/Kayak use... Yes
Fly Fishing... Not recommended
Busy spot... Yes
Kid friendly... Yes
Wading... Very little
Cleats Needed... No
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